
Instant Magazine announces new integration
with Bynder
Integration makes it a breeze to enrich publications with digital
assets

Amsterdam (July 12, 2018) — Instant Magazine, Inc., the global leader in responsive digital

content publishing for enterprise organizations and Bynder, the #1 digital asset management

(DAM) platform, have collaboratively developed a new integration that will make it easier for

customers of both services to manage and present their digital content.

Instant Magazine has grown in popularity among marketing and communications professionals

over the last 4 years, with many big-name brands like Disney, PwC, KPMG, Philips, Volvo, and

leading agencies such as Williams Lea Tag and DDB, adopting the tool.

Now, with the Bynder DAM integration, Instant Magazine clients, like Forbo, benefit from

improved asset management, streamlined team collaboration, versioning, and the lightning-fast

asset delivery provided by the Bynder CDN.

"The Bynder integration will help Instant Magazine users stay organized and save time by

allowing them to access their hosted files directly from the Instant Magazine media library and

supplying with the creative assets they need." — Daniel Schafrat, Strategic Partnerships,

Bynder

Existing Bynder users can make use of the integration to easily get started with Instant

Magazine and begin producing and presenting responsive, HTML5-based sales and marketing

collateral that's unique, interactive, and measurable.

"Integrating with Bynder marks a significant step as we aim to become an increasingly attractive

tool for enterprise organizations that are eager to make their content stand out. This integration

is designed for companies that work with large libraries of distributed content, and are

concerned with asset management and user privileges." — Daan Reijnders, CEO, Instant

Magazine

---

More information

https://vimeo.com/279257527/d9034d3b32
https://www.bynder.com/en/
https://www.instantmagazine.com/


ABOUT INSTANT MAGAZINE

Modern consumers crave content that's snackable, highly visual and accessible anywhere. Legacy formats like
email, blogs, and PDFs no longer cut it — but few brands are aware of the alternatives.

Instant Magazine frees brands and businesses from the constraints of traditional formats by empowering them to
produce visually immersive content experiences designed for today's audiences.

Our powerful platform simplifies the production of next-level interactive web content, allowing anyone to create
media-rich sales and marketing collateral that's perfectly responsive, perfectly measurable, and perfectly
awesome.

Please read this blog for more information about the integration.

About Instant Magazine Inc.

Instant Magazine is a cloud-based creative platform that simplifies the production of next-level

interactive web content, allowing anyone to create and publish media-rich sales and marketing

assets that feel fluid like native apps, but are built in HTML5 and work in any modern web

browser.

About Bynder

Bynder is the fastest way to professionally manage digital files. Its award-winning digital asset

management (DAM) platform offers marketers a smart way to find and share creative files such

as graphics, videos and documents.

https://www.instantmagazine.com/blog/product-update-always-on-brand-thanks-to-our-new-bynder-integration?utm_source=pressrelease&utm_medium=pr&utm_campaign=bynderintegration&utm_content=12jul
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